WHAT IS YOUR RELATIONSHIP TO THE CAPITOL?

- Building Occupant / Workplace: 53
- Government agency or staff with responsibility for maintenance or stewardship: 27
- Citizen/Member of the Public who attends legislative hearings, visits to elected officials or staff: 175
- Visitor with an interest in history, architecture, memorials or art: 240
- Other: 57
WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE FEATURE / ASPECT?

- Architectural Metaphor for Hawaii: 317
- Metaphor for Open Government and Democratic Ideals: 192
- Open Rotunda/Open Circulation: 239
- Materials and Construction Craftsmanship: 108
- Public Art: 177
- Memorials and Places of Remembrance: 105
- Other: 0
WHICH PHYSICAL PLANT ISSUES ARE A PRIORITY?
WHAT IS YOUR HOPE/ASPIRATION FOR THE FUTURE OF THE CAPITOL?

• That it becomes a place that the community is motivated to visit, to encourage more and healthy civic engagement by the border community.
• That it becomes more accessible through varied events/evening scheduling allowing for improved community participation.
• That it continues to be an enduring symbol of our State into the future
• That it continues to be maintained
• That it continues to be maintained for the next generations to use
• That it inspires other jurisdictions to promote an egalitarian built environment.
• That it is a shining star for preservation. This should be our "best case" example and a goal for other owners.
• That it is in premier condition, with great historic integrity.
• That it is made to look better.
• That it is well maintained into the future, and that its history continues to be shared with Hawaii citizenry.
WHAT IS YOUR HOPE/ASPIRATION FOR THE FUTURE OF THE CAPITOL?

• That it remain **open** to all
• That it remains a **symbolic & functioning** space for generations to come.
• That it will be **restored** and well maintained.
• That it will continue to serve as in **inspiration** for **open government**
• That it will **inspire, protect, and be a place of solace**.
• That more residents know the history of the building.
• That some **legislation** gets enacted inside
• That the **architectural integrity and esthetic remain unchanged**.
• That the **architecture is preserved** as originally designed; that the landscaping and grounds need tremendous improvement, that the **public signage needs to be updated** and maintained better
• That the building receive the maintenance and **respect appropriate for an icon** of Hawaii and what Hawaii is about.
• That the Capitol is again **refurbished** in the next few years and that **offices are redone** and that original features of interest are restored.
WHAT IS YOUR HOPE/ASPIRATION FOR THE FUTURE OF THE CAPITOL?

- That the **historic integrity** will be preserved and maintained while the capitol continues to provide an important **public space and function**.
- The Capitol should reflect and install **new features to bring it into the 21st Century**
- The Hawaii State Capitol is one-of-a-kind. We need to **promote pride** in our State Capitol.
- The recognition that **Hawaiian values** have changed since Statehood.
- The **reflecting pools be kept clean**.
- The **elevators are upgraded** and **faster** but keep the design.
- Remain an interesting place that **reflects the Hawaiian culture** and symbols of our state
- Update the facility to **modern infrastructure** without losing the history of the architecture and design
- Well preserved and adapted to **modern technologies**